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in Paihia, and Whangarei Art
A well-known name in Northland
Museum and I-Hub premises at
architecture, Ian Butt is soon to
the Town Basin.
exchange pencil and scale rule
Having worked on his own
for camera and passport as he
for more than 20 years, Ian
steps back from HB Architecture
was invited in 2006 to complete
to "see more of the world".
renovations on the critically
Ian entered the industry 50
acclaimed John Scott visitor
years ago under the guidance
centre at Waitangi Treaty
of local architect Murray Stiffe,
Grounds. He chose to enlist the
who he worked with for ten years,
help of Grant Harris, at the time
gaining valuable experience
a director with Ignite Architects
in commercial, industrial
in Auckland.
and residential builds before
This working relationship
establishing his own company,
developed into a firm friendship,
Butt Design Ltd, in 1984.
and led to the formation of Harris
Ian’s architectural mark is not
Butt (HB) Architecture in 2007.
immediately visible. His works
Says Grant: “Ian has made a
are not branded with egoistic
huge contribution to Northland
trademarks; rather, they reflect
architecture. He has a very
his modest, pragmatic approach
good rapport with clients and a
to design, which focuses on every
genuine old school work ethic –
single building being unique to
he just likes to get on with it.
the desires of his client, and the
“We both have our own clients,
all-important relationship to its
and we’ve both been happy
surrounding landscape.
to take the lead or the back
Some of Ian’s larger projects
seat, assisting with the design
in Northland include the
or detailing on construction
1984 Whangarei Town Basin
documents. That’s why
Development, Paihia
Ian and I got on so
Waterfront
well, because that
development,
supportive role
Whangarei mall
goes both ways,
development,
and it has never
apartment
been about ego.
buildings
Ben Brown, Alex Campbell,
Grant Harris, Todd Allen,
Ian Butt, Brett Hulley and
Kerry Reyburn.
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Inside Waitangi Museum foyer.

“The foundation for our great working relationship
is mutual respect – I have incredible respect for
his abilities, his knowledge and experience in the
industry – there’s absolutely no substitute for this,
and it’s a real concern for the industry, with a lot of
very good people moving on or retiring.”
One of the last projects Ian and Grant have worked
on together is at Waitangi, the place that brought
the pair together ten years ago. The new Waitangi
Museum (Te Kōngahu) was officially opened in early
February this year – a significant milestone for HB
Architecture, for Waitangi, and for New Zealand.

Carin also
In a recent review in Architecture
designed the
New Zealand magazine, Bill McKay
relief work on
describes the museum as “an
the pre-cast
intentionally subtle addition to a
concrete
cluster of important buildings that
Knoll Ridge Cafe (Mt Ruapehu); speak about New Zealand’s history”.
paneling that
Waitangi Gateway building;
forms the
McKay says (of the museum):
Whangarei Town Basin
building's front
“It’s not seeking to be the star: it’s at
development.
facade.
the service of the visitor’s experience
In addition to the
of our country’s beginnings; it’s a long
museum building,
awaited treasure box for the return of some
HB Architecture made
of the North’s most precious taonga and will tell
changes to the existing walkway
its stories in a new way for a new generation.”
to create better flow between
In May Waitangi Museum was named joint winner
the Waharoa (Gateway building),
of the Best Museum Project at the Service IQ 2016
the new museum and the visitor
NZ Museum Awards. The judges described it as
centre. The changes are so subtle
“a wonderful example of expert design, project
management and building ... "
Meanwhile, it's business as usual for HB
Architecture – this time with extensions to the
The judges described Waitangi Museum
Waitangi Visitor Centre in order to expand the
as a wonderful example of expert design,
theatre, create more retail space and open up the
building to better connect it to its surroundings.
project management and building ...
The team have a number of other significant
projects coming up (in Waiouru, Mt Ruapehu,
Grant says the challenge was
and seamless most visitors do not
Hamilton, Auckland and Whangarei), while Grant
to design a structure that sat
notice – a win for Grant.
Harris now finds himself courting unique and
comfortably as a building for New
“Waitangi is a special place
exciting enquiries from all corners of New Zealand
Zealand, across all cultures.
for us. We’ve worked with the
for "architecturally inspiring and innovative” projects.
“It had to reference so many
Trust over many years, including
“I’m excited about what’s around the corner. I’m
things and sit amongst so many
alterations to the visitor centre,
incredibly well supported by a highly proficient,
other buildings, and make
development of the Gateway
experienced team, who have been closely instructed
sense to people from different
building and amenities block.
and guided over the years, and have all contributed
backgrounds and experiences.
The goal has always been to
to the high quality service that is synonymous with
The columns, or pou, along the
let the place itself, and not the
HB Architecture. I look forward to this continuing.”
front of the entrance reflect both
structures, tell the story.
Maori architecture and classical
“The beautiful acoustics that
European structures, which was
resonated through the Museum
the intent. The columns also
foyer during the opening
stand on foundations of stone –
ceremony in February was a
CONTACT
a technique seen in both early
poignant reminder that the
p: 09 438 9545
European and Maori cultures.”
building is simply the vessel – it is
a: 198 Bank Street, Whangarei
The columns feature bronze
the people and the voices within
e: info@hbarchitecture.co.nz
composite detailing by Langs
that create the stories and define
Beach craftsman Carin Wilson.
the destination.”
www.hbarchitecture.co.nz
Grant took a lead role on the
design, which he describes
as "a building for all of New
Zealand”, designed to serve as
the wakahuia, or treasure box,
to house the threads of New
Zealand’s story.
“The brief was clear that
the building was always to be
subservient and come second
to the place (Waitangi) and the
content of the museum. It is a
huge building in contrast to the
existing buildings but it was very
important it didn’t dominate. The
content of the 'treasure box' was
always of principal importance.”

Harris Butt
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